Gait adaptations to simultaneous cognitive and mechanical constraints.
Previous studies have shown that walking is not a purely automatic motor task but places demands on sensory and cognitive systems. We set out to investigate whether complex walking tasks, as when walking down a steeper gradient while performing a concurrent cognitive task, would demand gait adaptation beyond those required for walking under low-challenge conditions. Thirteen healthy young individuals walked at their self-selected speed on a treadmill at different inclinations (0, -5 and -10%). Gait spatio-temporal measures, pelvis angular excursion, and sacral centre of mass (CoM) motion were acquired while walking or while walking and performing a mental tracking task. Repeated-measures ANOVAs revealed that decreasing treadmill inclination from 0 to -10% resulted in significant decreased walking speed (P < 0.001), decreased stride length (P < 0.001), increased pelvis tilt (P = 0.006) and obliquity variability (P = 0.05), decreased pelvis rotation (P = 0.02), and increased anterio-posterior (A-P) CoM displacement (P = 0.015). Compared to walking alone, walking under dual-task condition resulted in increased step width (P < 0.001), and increased medio-lateral (M-L) CoM displacement (P = 0.039) regardless of inclination grade, while sagittal plane dynamics did not change. Findings suggest that gait adapts differently to cognitive and mechanical constraints; the cognitive system is more actively involved in controlling frontal than sagittal plane gait dynamics, while the reverse is true for the mechanical system. Finally, these findings suggest that gait adaptations maintain the ability to perform concurrent tasks while treadmill walking in healthy young adults.